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	In the Caribbean, you can hike through national parks and scuba dive along underwater mountains. But if your idea of the perfect island vacation is to plunk yourself down on the sands with a frosted drink in hand, you can do that, too. Whetheryou want a veranda with a view of the sea or a plantation house set in a field of sugar cane.


	Completely updated every year (unlike most of the competition), Frommer's Caribbean features gorgeous color photos of the stunning beaches, crystal-clear waters, and colorful coral gardens that await you. There are dozens of islands and hundreds of accommodations and restaurants to choose from, so our guide compares all the options, helping you plan the tropical getaway that's right for you. You'll find in-depth, honest reviews of lavish honeymoon resorts, intimate inns, family-friendly motels and condo complexes, and more, with selections in every price category.


	We'll also point you to the loveliest secluded beaches, and send you to the best places for snorkeling, diving, golf, sailing, tennis, deep-sea fishing, and more. You'll get a complete shopper's guide and up-to-date coverage of the hottest nightlife in the region, from glittering casinos and sizzling reggae clubs to funky beach bars. You'll even find an up-to-date cruise planner, tips on finding the best package deals, and an online directory that makes trip planning a snap.
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Networking Wireless SensorsCambridge University Press, 2005
With its origins in the early nineties, the subject of wireless sensor networks
has seen an explosive growth in interest in both academia and industry. In just
the past five years several hundred papers have been written on the subject. I
have written this book because I believe there is an urgent need to make this vast...
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Electronic Design Automation of Analog ICs combining Gradient Models with Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	This book applies to the scientific area of electronic design automation (EDA) and addresses the automatic sizing of analog integrated circuits (ICs). Particularly, this book presents an approach to enhance a state-of-the-art layout-aware circuit-level optimizer (GENOM-POF), by embedding statistical knowledge from an automatically generated...
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Business Intelligence for New-Generation Managers: Current Avenues of DevelopmentSpringer, 2015

	Executives in Europe have significantly expanded their role in operations – in parallel to their strategic leadership. At the same time, they need to make decisions faster than in the past. In these demanding times, a redesigned Business Intelligence (BI) should support managers in their new roles. This book summarizes...
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The UMTS Network and Radio Access Technology: Air Interface Techniques for Future Mobile SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The UMTS Network and Radio Access Technology covers all the key aspects of UMTS and its implementation from both the engineering design and the operator and service providers' point of view. It addresses the essential tasks involved in UMTS network deployment in new regions and within existing 2G networks. Presenting solutions for the...
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Percutaneous Laser Disc Decompression: A Practical GuideSpringer, 2003

	This practical guide, beautifully illustrated with line drawings and images throughout, covers the basic science, laser physics, patient selection, diagnostic maneuvers and useful imaging methods of PLDD. In addition, step-by-step instructions are given on needle placement, how to enter difficult discs, and delivery of laser energy. Also...
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Modern French Grammar: A Practical Guide (Modern Grammars)Routledge, 2004


	This book is designed to provide the essential elements of French grammar, for

	students in the final year of school and in the first and later years of higher

	education. Advanced learners will find much that is useful for extending their

	knowledge of French, and for revision. The book is organized in two major

	sections: a...
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